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Hadroproduction of jets
Hadroproduction of jets now at NNLO in QCD

Gehrmann-De Ridder, Gehrmann, Glover, Pires e-Print: arXiv:1310.3993; Currie, Glover, Pires e-Print: arXiv:1611.01460

all partonic channels available; leading color only (corrections O(1/nc
2) missing)

numerical evaluation very costls: standalone production run with fixed √s, fixed R, 
fixed PDF, three scale variations needs 353850 CPU hrs

phenomenological applications in PDF fits, αs need fast interface (fastNLO, 
APPLGRID, …)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1310.3993
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1310.3993
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1611.01460
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1611.01460


What is the right scale?



Drell-Yan process
Precise measurements on W±- and Z-boson production from ATLAS, CMS, LHCb 

used for PDF fits (constraints on light quark flavors)

Theory issues: QCD corrections at NNLO available in public codes FEWZ Gavin, Li, 

Petriello, Quackenbush e-Print: arXiv:1201.5896, DYNNLO Catani, Cieri, Ferrara, de Florian, Grazzini e-Print: arXiv:0903.2120

disagreement: differences between FEWZ and DYNNLO predictions calculated 
for W+, W⁻, Z/γ* fiducial cross sections amount to (+1.2; +0.7; +0.2)% compared to 
the experimental uncertainties of (0.6; 0.5; 0.32)%, respectively ATLAS e-Print: 

arXiv:1612.03016  ↦ IR regularization with subtraction vs. slicing
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http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:0903.2120
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Strange quark PDF
ATLAS finds enhanced strange-sea 
in √s=7TeV data ATLAS e-Print: 
arXiv:1612.03016

NuTeV/CCFR, NOMAD, CHORUS 
data in agreement with CMS; tension 
with Z-boson data from ATLAS

strange-sea enhancement is 
correlated with the d-quark sea 
suppression

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1612.03016
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1612.03016
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1612.03016


αs and PDFs from inclusive jet measurements
Value for αs extracted from double differential inclusive jet cross-section:

perhaps doesn’t quite agree with value from triple differential di-jet cross-section:

The latter ‘floats’ the pdfs … does that mean pdfs from this measurement do not 
agree with other pdf constraints?

On the positive side: LHC data starts to probe alpha_s with very high precision.



Value of α_s from PDF fits compared to 
e+e- scattering and lattice



Jet substructure
Modified mass drop tagger (mMDT, i.e. β=0 softdrop) 
theoretically most robust groomer

W/t taggers validated at LHC, Z/H taggers studied; 
need active on-going discussion between exp and th

`

Plots from talk by Mrinal Dasgupta Plots from talk by Aparajita Dattagupta



quark-gluon discrimination
Quark modeling ok (LEP/HERA tuning), but gluons problematic

Experimentalists need to provide data on generalized angularities for MC tuning, 
to put (already validated) quark-gluon discriminators at LHC on solid footing

quarks, 
good

gluons, 
bad Quark/gluon separation vs

generalized angularities

Plots from talk by Mrinal Dasgupta



QCD puzzles in bound states (1): exotics
Penta quarks in 

Next step: experimentalists need to do the measurement to 
distinguish these models



QCD puzzles in bound states (2): J/psi
Reasonable fit of NRQCD to cross-sections, 
using data from many experiments ...

… but very poor prediction of polarization at the LHC!



Jet fragmentation puzzle: J/psi in prompt jets

arXiv:1701.05116

Z: fraction of jet energy taken by J/psi


